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The short answer to Ron's query is, no, there is no one place where all HSCA document requests and replies 

are listed.  The file Doug recalls looking at with me (in all likelihood) was a record series (see your NARA index 

of JFK Collection) called something like "Letters Regarding Compliance, etc., etc....).  This was an HSCA file that 

NARA opened way back when.  Most or all of these letters are also somewhere in the HSCA Numbered Files (in 

fact, some of the Numbered Files versions had been postponed in part by NARA, even though the very same 

letters had already been opened in the "Letters Regarding..." record series).  There is a copy of this record 

serie (organized by recipient agency) on ARRB premises: Kevin and others made the copy long ago and Kevin 

knows all about it.  You may want to refer Ron to this file, although, generally speaking, it doesn't contain 

replies, although often you can use the HSCA letter out to an agency to locate the agency's reply (for example, 

if you know who the HSCA letter was addressed to and when, you can search the HSCA databases for replies 

from recipient in the same general time-frame, etc).Hope this helps.  Feel free to query me again if my reply 

prompts additional questions on your part.P.S.  Hi, Kevin!  I think of you and Sue often, and trust all is going 

well!To:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBcc:	 From:0	Brian Rosen/ARRB   Date:	01/21/97 03:49:39 PMSubject:	HSCA 

CorrespondenceRon recently asked me if I knew of  a collection of all HSCA document requests and the 

subsequent responses to those requests.  I did not.  However, Doug mentioned that at one time he viewed a 

file with you at NARA that contained HSCA document requests and possibly the responses (possibly Blakey's 

correspondence file).  Any ideas? 
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